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XM p. XM p4  .s sWe give representations of elements belonging to D and D , s g 1, ` ,L L
where M is a non-quasianalytic sequence, as boundary values of holomorphicp
functions which satisfy appropriate estimates on the boundary of their domains.
Conversely, we prove that the same estimates on holomorphic functions imply their
DX sM p.- and DX sM p4-boundary values. With the stronger assumptions on M weL L p
obtain that appropriate L`, resp. L1, estimates on holomorphic functions imply
their boundary values in DX `M p. and DX `M p4, resp. DXM p. and DXM p4. Q 19961 1L L L L
Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
The characterization of holomorphic function spaces whose elements
have boundary values in spaces of distributions, ultradistributions, infra-
hyperfunctions, and, conversely, the boundary value representation of
elements in quoted generalized function spaces by holomorphic functions,
w xhas a long history; see 5, 12, 4, 3, 6, 10 . Let us call the characterizations
depicted above the boundary value characterization of corresponding
generalized function spaces.
The complete boundary value characterization for the spaces DXM p.,
DXM p4, E XM p., E XM p4, of ultradistributions, resp. infra-hyperfunctions, which
are related to a non-quasianalytic, resp. quasianalytic, sequence M arep
w x w x XM p. XM p4s sgiven in 6 . We have studied in 7]9 spaces D and D , s G 1,L L
related to a non-quasianalytic sequence M . By using the Fourier transfor-p
w x w xmation and the results of Komatsu 3 we have given in 7 for s s 2 and in
w x w x1 for s g 1, 2 the boundary value characterization for Beurling type
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w xspaces, while in 8 , for s G 1, we have given a partial characterization by
considering all the spaces DX sM p., s G 1, as subspaces of DX `M p.. In theL L
w xmean time the paper 2 has appeared which was written after this one.
w xBy using a simple and powerful method of 6 based on almost analytic
extension and Stokes' theorem, we give in this paper the complete bound-
ary value characterization for DX sM p. and DX sM p4 spaces, s ) 1, related to aL L
non-quasianalytic sequence M . In the case s s ` and s s 1 we could notp
use the same method as for s ) 1. Because of that we are forced to use
w x  .  .the method of Komatsu 3 and to assume, instead of 3 , condition 4
which implies that an appropriate L`, resp. L1, estimate on a holomorphic
function implies that the corresponding boundary value belongs to the
ultradistribution space with the subindex L`, resp. L1.
1. NOTATION AND NOTIONS
As usual, N, R, C denote the sets of natural, real, and complex numbers;
 4 p w x 5 5N s N j 0 . The norm in L , p g 1, ` is denoted by . We denotep0
<by c R the restriction of c on R.
Assume that M is a strictly increasing sequence of positive numbersp
such that M s 1. Put MU s M rp!, m s M rM , mU s m rp; p g0 p p p p py1 p p
w xN. As in 6 , we assume
1 F mU F mU , p g N, and lim mU s `; 1 .p pq1 p
pª`
m2 p
sup ; p g N - `; 2 . 5mp
`
1rm - `. 3 . p
ps1
 .In the fourth section, instead of 3 we assume the stronger condition
`
M rM F ApM rM , p g N. 4 . q qq1 p pq1
qsp
 .  . w x  .  . w x  .Note that 1 implies M.1 of 3 , 2 is equivalent to M.2 of 3 , and 3
 . w x  .  .  .and 4 are denoted in 3 by M.3 9 and M.3 . If 3 holds, then we say
that this sequence is a non-quasianalytic one, otherwise we say that it is a
 . w xquasianalytic sequence. Note, 3 implies p!$ M 3 . In general, forp
 .positive sequences N and M satisfying M.1 M $ N means:p p p p
p w xfor every L ) 0, there is C ) 0 such that M F CL N , p g N 3 .p p 0
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w xAs in 3 , we put
r p r p
M r s sup ln , M* r s sup ln , r ) 0, .  . U 5  5M MpgN pgNp p0 0
m* l s max p; mU F l , l ) 0. 4 . p
For the properties of the sequence M and the functions M and M* wep
w xrefer to 3, 6 .
The spaces D rM p. and D rM p4, r G 1, are defined as follows. Let h ) 0.L L
We put
h p
M `  p.p r r5 5 5 5rD s f g C R ; f s sup f - ` ; . L , h LL , h  5 5MpgN p0
D rM p. s proj lim D rM p ; D rM p4 s ind lim D rM p .L L , h L L , h
hª` hª0
DUr is a common notation for both spaces. B* is the completion of D* inL
U XU w .  . s`D . Their strong duals are D , s g 1, ` , where s s rr r y 1 for r s 1,LL
Ç XU. 1s s ` . The strong dual of B* is D . For the properties of such spacesL
w xwe refer to 1, 9 .
Let r G r 9 G 1. We have
U U U Ç1 r rD* ¨ D ¨ D ¨ D ¨ E*, B* ¨ E*,L L L 9
where `` A ¨ B'' means that A is a dense subspace of B and that the
inclusion mapping is continuous. D* and E* are the common notation for
the spaces of Beurling and Roumieu ultradifferentiable functions DM p.,
M p4 M p. M p4 w xD and E , E . We refer to 3 for these spaces.
` a  .An operator, formally of the form  a D a g C , is called anas0 a a
 .  4ultradifferential operator of class M , resp. of class M , if for somep p
k ) 0 and C ) 0, resp. for every k ) 0 there is C ) 0, there holds
< < a w xa F Ck rM , a g N 3 . 5 .a a 0
w x XM p. XM p4  xs sLet us recall 9 that f g D , resp. f g D , s g 1, ` , iff there is aL L
sequence f , p g N , of functions in Ls such thatp 0
`
XM . XM 4 p. p p
s sf s f in the sense of convergence in D , resp. D , and p L L
ps0
` Mp
r5 5f - ` for some k ) 0, resp. Lppkp
Mp
r5 5f - `, for every k ) 0. 6 . Lppkp
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Denote by H sM p., resp. H sM p4, the space of functions f holomorphic inL L
 < < 4  .c _ R, where c s x q iy; x g R, y - d , d s d f ) 0, which sat-0 0 0 0 0
isfy the following estimate: For some k ) 0 and some C ) 0, resp. for
every k ) 0 there is C ) 0, such that
M *k r < y <. < <sf ?q iy F Ce , y - d , y / 0. . L 0
The common notation for both spaces is HUs.L
We denote by H s the space of functions f which are holomorphic inL
c , such that for some C ) 00
< <sf ?q iy - C , y - d . . L 0
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
w x By using the same method as in 6, 2.2. Proposition and the Minkovski
.inequality one can prove the following lemma:
LEMMA 1. Let h ) 0 be gi¨ en. There is H ) 0 such that for e¨ery
M p 1 . <rw g D there are f g C C and C ) 0 such that f R s w andL , h
­
M *h Hr < y <.  i.
r5 5rsup e f ?q iy , f ?q iy , i s 0, 1 - C w . .  . L , hL 5r­ z LygR
  .  . .If y s 0, then ­r­ z f x s 0.
 .We remark that in Lemma 1, we add the estimate for f9 ?q iy in order
to have a symmetric assertion to the assertion of Lemma 4.
For the main assertions we need the following three lemmas.
LEMMA 2. Let F be a holomorphic function on C _ R such that, in the
 .  4M case, there are k ) 0 and C ) 0, resp. in the M case, for e¨ery k ) 0p p
there is C ) 0, such that
M *k r < y <.
sF ?q iy F Ce , y / 0. . L
Then, for e¨ery compact set K ; R there are p ) 0 and B ) 0, resp. for
e¨ery p ) 0 there is B ) 0, such that
M * pr < y <.sup F x q iy F Be , y / 0. 4 .
xgK
 .Proof. We shall prove the assertion only for the M -case since thep
 4proof for the M -case is similar.p
M p. w xLet a g D , supp a ; ya, a , and a ' 1 in a neighborhood of K.
For x g K and y / 0 we have
x
F x q iy s a x F x q iy s a t F t q iy 9 dt. .  .  .  .  . .H
y`
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 < < < < < 4  .Let K s z ? z y t y iy s y r4 , x g K, and s s rr r y 1 . By usingt
 .Cauchy's formula and Holder's inequality we have with suitable constantsÈ
F x q iy .
a F z .
F C a 9 t dz dt .H H1  z y t y iyya zgK t
a F z dz .
q a t dt .H H 2 /ya zgK z y t y iy .t
1rss1rra a F z .rF C a 9 t dt dz dt .H H H1  /  /z y t y iyya ya zgK t
1rss1rra a F z .rq a t dt dz dt .H H H 2 /  /ya ya zgK z y t y iy .t
1rss
< <a y2p iwF C F t q iy q e dw dtH H2  / /4ya 0
1rssiw< <a1 F t q iy q y r4 e . .2p
q dw dtH H iw< <  /y eya 0
1rsssrr < <a y2p 2p
F C 1 dw F t q iy q dw dtH H H2  /  / /4ya 0 0
srra1 2p
q 1 dwH H /< < y ya 0
s 1rsiw< <F t q iy q y r4 e . .2p
= dw dtH iw /e0
1rss
< <a y2p iwF C F t q iy q e dw dtH H3  / /4ya 0
1rss
< <a1 y2p iwq F t q iy q e dw dtH H  / /< <y 4ya 0
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1rss
< <1 y2p iwF C 1 q F ?q iy q e dwH4  / /< <  /y 40 s
1 k
F C 1 q exp M*5  /  / /< < < < < <y y q y r4 sin w .
1 k
F C 1 q exp M*5  /  / /< < < < < <y y y y r4
1
< < < <F C 1 q exp M* 4kr y F C exp M* 5kr y . .  . .  .5 6 /< <y
The lemma is proved.
By using Sobolev's lemma one can easily prove the following one.
LEMMA 3. Let w g D rM p., resp. w g D rM p4. Then for e¨ery compact setL L




r5 5sup w x F C w . . k , L 5MxgK p
pgN0
 < < 4  i. . rLEMMA 4. Let c s z; Im z - d , d ) 0, f ?q iy g L , i s 0, 1,0 0 0
< < 1 .y - d , and f g C c . Assume that for e¨ery h ) 0, resp. some h ) 0,0 0
­
M *h r < y <.  i.
rD s sup f ?q iy e , f ?q iy , i s 0, 1 - `. .  . Lh  5r­ z L< <0- y -d0
7 .
< M p. M p4r rThen, w s c R is in D , resp. D , and for e¨ery h ) 0, resp. for someL L
h ) 0, there is C ) 0 such that
5 5 rw F CD .h , L h
 < < 4  < <Proof. We denote G s z ; z s t " id , t - a , c s z ; Im z - d ,a, d " a
< < 4  < < 4  4Re z - a , g s z ; z s "a q it, t - d , G s z ; z s t " id , t g R ,a, " d "
 < < 4c s z ; Im z - d . This notation will be used later, as well.
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Let x g R, p g N. By Cauchy's formula, for sufficiently large a, we have
f  p. x .
p! f z dz f z dz f z dz .  .  .
s y qH H Hpq1 pq1 pq12p i y qG G gz y x z y x z y x .  .  .a, d a ,d a , q
f z dz ­r­z f z dz n dz .  . .
y q .H Hpq1 pq1 /g cz y x z y x .  .a,y a
Since
1rrx ` r1r s< <f x q iy s f9 t q iy dt F x f9 t q iy dt , .  .  .H H /0 y`
 .7 implies that for every p g N,
f z dz .
ª 0 as a ª 0.H pq1
g z y x .a"
This implies
p! f z dz f z dz .  .
 p.f x s y . H Hpq1 pq12p i y qG Gz y x z y x .  .d d
­r­z f z dz n dz . .
qH pq1 /c z y x .
1
s I y I q I . .1 2 32p i
Let us estimate I , I , and I :1 2 3
r
` f t q x y id dt .r r< <I F p! H1 pq1 /< <t y idy`
r rrs
` `f t q x y id dt dt .
rF p! H Hpr sr22 2 /< <t y idy` y` t q d .
rr
`Ap! f t q x y id dt .
F ,H pr< <d t y idy`
rrs
` dt
where A s .H sr22 /y` 1 q t .
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By Holder's inequality and Fubini's theorem we haveÈ
rr
` ` `Ap! dt f t q x y id .r< <I dx F dxH H H1 2 pry2d < < < <t y id t y idy` y` y`
rr
` `Ap! dt f t q x y id dx .
F H H2 2 pry2d t q d dy` y`
Ap p!r 1
rF D .h2 pry22d d
ÄThus, by using p!$ M we obtain that for suitable A ) 0,p
1rr
` p!r ypÄ Ä< <I dx F AD F AD h M .H 1 h h pp M *h rd . / d ey`
5 5 r 5 5 rThe same inequality holds for I . Let us estimate I . We haveL L2 3
r
­r­z f z dz n dz . .HH pq1
c z y x .
r
` ­r­z f j q ih dh dj . .d
F H H pq1 /< <j q ih y xy` yd
r1r s< <` ­r­z f j q ih h dh dj . .d
s H H 1r s pq1y2r s. 2r s /< < < < < <h j q ih y x j q ih y xy` yd
r rrs< <` `­r­z f j q ih dh dj h dh dj . .d d
FH H H Hrr s  pq1y2r s.. r 2 / /< < < < < <h jqihyx jqihyxy` yd y` yd
r rrs< <` `­r­z f j q ih dh dj h dh dj . .d drs p! .H H H Hrr s  pq1y2r s.. r 2 / /< < < < < <h jqihyx jq ihyxy` yd y` yd
We will use the fact that
< <` `h dh dj djrhd d




` ­r­z f z . .
p! dz n dz dxH HH pq1 /y` c z y x .
1rrr
` ` ­r­z f j q ih . .d1rsF 2pd p! dj dh dx . H H H rr s  pq1y2r s. r /< < < < /h j q ih y xy` y` yd
r
` ` ­r­z f j q ih . .d1rss 2pd p! . H H H rr s  pq1y2r s. ry2 < < < < h j q ih y xy` y` yd
1rr
dj dh
= dx2 /< < / 0j q ih y x
r
` ` ­r­z f j q x q ih dx . .d1rsF 2pd p! . H H H  pq1y1r sy2r r . r /< < hy` yd y`
1rr
dj dh
= 2 2j q h / 0
1rrr1r r< <` h dj dhd1rsF 2pd p!D . H H ph M *h r <h <. 2 2 /< <h e j q h /yd y`
1rr< <` h dj dhd1rs yp ypF D 2pd h M F AD d h M . . H Hh p h p2 2 /j q hy` yd
Minkovski's inequality implies that for every h ) 0, resp. some h ) 0,
there is a constant C ) 0 such that
5  p. 5 r ypw F CD h M , p g N .L h p 0
This implies the assertion.
 < . 4Let f be a holomorphic function in c _ R, where c s z Im z - d ,0 0 0
 . Urd s d f . If for every w g D there exists the limit0 0 L
 :Tf , w [ lim w x f x q i« y f x y i« dx , .  .  . .H
«ª0 R
then we call Tf the boundary value of f in DXUr .L
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THEOREM 1. Let f belong to HUs. Then for e¨ery w g DUr ,L L
­
 :Tf , w s f z f z dz n dz y f z f z dz .  .  .  .H H
­ z yc Gd
q f z f z dz , .  .H
yGd
where w is defined in Lemma 1. Moreo¨er, Tf belongs to DXUr .L
Proof. Let
< <qc s z ; Im z g 0, d , Re z - a , 4 .a
< <yc s z ; Im z g yd , 0 , Re z - a , d g 0, d , 4 .  .a 0
 .and let « - d y d r2. Lemmas 2 and 3 enable us to apply Stokes'0
theorem which implies
­
f x q i y q « f z dz n dz s f x q i y q « f z dz. .  .  .  . .  .HH H
­ zq qc ­ca a
 .  .  .Since y q « g « , « q d g 0, d for y g 0, d , we obtain0
M *k r« .
sf ?q i y q « F Ce . . . L
w x   .. < <This fact and 13, p. 125, Lemma imply f x q i y q « ª 0 as x ª `,
 .uniformly for y g 0, d . Thus, by Lemma 3 and by letting a ª ` we
obtain
­
f x q i y q « f z dz n dz .  . .HH
­ zcq
` `





f x q i y y « f z dz n dz .  . .HH
­ zcy
` `
s f x y i « q d f x y id dx y f x y i« f x dx. 9 .  .  .  .  . .H H
y` y`
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 .We have with suitable C ) 0
­
f x q i y q « f z dz n dz .  . .HH
­ zcq
` ­d
s 2 dy f x q i y q « f x q iy dx .  . .H H /­ z0 y`
1rs
`d sF 2 dy f x q i y q « dx . .H H /0 y`
1rrr
` ­
= f x q iy dx .H  / /­ zy`
d M *k r yq« ..yM *k r y .F C e dy - `.H
0
 .  .The same holds for the integral over c . Since the integrands in 8 and 9y
pointwise converge to the corresponding integrable functions, as « ª 0,
we obtain
­
 :Tf , w s f z f z dz n dz y f x f z dz. .  .  .  .HH H
­ zc ­c
By using Holder's inequality, the estimate for f , and Lemma 1 we obtainÈ
that for some h ) 0 and some C ) 0, resp. for every h ) 0, there is
C ) 0, such that
r : 5 5Tf , w F C w .h , L
For the proof of the next theorem we need the following estimate:
s  .There is B ) 0 such that for every y ) 0 and every g g L s ) 1
1rss
` ` g t dt .
5 5dx F B g . 10 .H H s /t y x y iyy` y`
 .This estimate is obtained by combining Theorem 1.4, Lemma 1.5 Ch. IV ,
 . w xTheorems 3.10 and 3.7 Ch. II in 11 .
THEOREM 2. The mapping T : HUs ª DXUs is surjecti¨ e. Its kernel is H s.L L L
 .Proof. We shall prove the assertion only for the M -case because thep
 4M -case can be proved similarly.p
XM p.  .sLet f g D be of the form 6 . One can easily prove that the functionL
 . M p.rt ¬ 1r t y z , t g R, z s x q iy, x g R, y / 0, belongs to D . WeL
shall prove that
1
z ¬ g z s y f t , , x g R, y / 0, .  . ;t y x y iy
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M p.  .sbelongs to H . By Minkovski's inequality and 10 we haveL
1
f t , . ;t y ? yiy . . sL
` p!
F f t , . p pq1 ;t y z . sps0 L
`1 p!
F f t , q f t , .  .0 p pq1 ;  ;t y ? y iy . . s t y z . sL ps1 L
` p! f t .p
s5 5F B f q dt .L H0 py1 2y < < st y zR Lps1
Since
srr srrdt 1 du 1
s s AH H1q rr2 sr2 1qrr2 sr2 / /< < < < < < yt y x y iy y u y iR R
  ..r s sr s y 1 , and for p G 1,
s s srrf t dt f t dt .  .p pF ,H H H3r2y1r r 1r2q1r r 1qsr2 1qrr2 /< < < < < < < <t y z t y z t y z t y zR R R
we obtain
1
f t , . ;
st y z L
1rss
` p! f t .psr r
s5 5F B f q A dt dxL H H0 py1qsr2 1qsr2 / /< < < <y t y zR Rps1
` p! ssr r
s5 5F B f q A f t .L H0 ppy1qsr2 < <y Rps0
1rs
dx
= dtH 1qsr2 / /< <t y x y iyR
` p!
sr rq1r s
s s5 5 5 5F B f q A fL L0 ppy1qsr2q1r2< <yps0
` p!
s5 5F A f , Lp1 p< <yps0
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sr rq1r s < < 1ys.r2where A s B q A y . This implies that for y / 01
p `1 k p! Mp M *k r < y <.Äs5 5f t , F A sup f F A e , .  Lp1 p 1 ; p 5< <st y z M y kL p p ps0
and that g g H sM p.. We shall show that f s Tg. Let w g D rM p. and let fL L
be its almost analytic extension. For z g C, put
1 ­r­z f z . .
f z s dz n dz , . H1 2p i z y zc
1 f z 1 f z .  .
f z s dz , f z s y dz . .  .H H2 32p i z y z 2p i z y zy qG Gd d
 .  .  .  .We have w x s f x q f x q f x , x g R. By the same arguments1 2 3
 .  . M p.ras in Lemma 4 it follows that x ¬ f x , x ¬ f x , x g R, and in D .2 3 L
 . M p.rThus x ¬ f x , x g R, is in D . We have1 L
1 ­r­z f z . .
 :f , w s f x , dz n dz . H ;2p i z y xc
f z f z .  .
q f x , dz y f x , dz .  .H H ;  ;/z y x z y xy qG Gd d
1 1 ­
s f x , f z dz n dz .  .H ;2p i z y x ­zc
1 1
q f x , f z dz y f x , f z dz .  .  .  .H H ;  ; /z y x z y xy qG Gd d
­
s g z f z dz n dz y g z f z dz .  .  .  .H H
­z yc Gd
q g z f z dz .  .H
qGd
 :s Tg , w .
The interchange of f and integrals given above is allowed because one can
prove that it is allowed if H and H are replaced by H and H , a ) 0,c G c G" "d a ad
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and because
­r­z f z ­r­z f z .  . .  .
dz n dz ª dz n dz ,H H
z y ? z y ?c ca
f z f z .  .
M .prdz ª dz , a ª `, in D .H H Lz y ? z y ?" "G Gad d
w xBy similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in 6 one can prove
that Ker T s H s.L
3. BOUNDARY VALUES IN DXU` AND DXU1L L
The method used in the previous section could not be applied for s s `
and s s 1 because the function
1
R 2 t ¬ , x q iy g C, y / 0,
t y x y iy
1 ÇM p.is not in L . Note that this function belongs to B but we did not
succeed in proving that for an f g DXU` or f g DXU1 there exists theL L
 . U U XU XU` 1 ` 1corresponding F z in H or H which converges to f in D or D .L L L L
We shall prove the converse assertion, i.e., that elements in HU` and HU1L L
determine elements in DXU` and DXU1 as boundary values but assuming theL L
 .  .stronger condition 4 instead of 3 . This condition enables us to follow
w xthe method of Komatsu 3, proof of Theorem 11.5 . The following lemma
w xfrom 3 is needed.
 .  .LEMMA 5. Let N satisfy 1 and 3 , n s N rN , and letp p p py1
` z2P z s 1 q z 1 q , z g C, .  .   /nps1 p
`1 y1 i zzG z s P z e dz , z g C. .  .H2p 0
 .Then G z is a holomorphic function which can be continued analytically to
 4  .  .the Riemann domain z; yp - arg z - 2p on which we ha¨e P D G z
 .y1  .   .s y 2p iz . G z is bounded on the domain z; y ypr2 F arg z F
43pr2 . Furthermore, set for y ) 0
g y s G yiy y G yiy , .  .  .q y
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 4where G is the branch of G on z; yp - arg z F 0 and G is that onq y
 4z; p F arg z - 2p . Then for some A ) 0
M *L r y .’g y F A y e , y ) 0. .
 .  . U U` 1THEOREM 3. Assume 1 ] 4 hold. Let F g H , resp. F g H . ThenL L
 XU XU` 1in the sense of con¨ergence in D , resp. D ,L L
F x q iy ª F x q i0 g DXU` , y ª 0q, .  . L
resp. F x q iy ª F x q i0 g DXU` , y ª 0q. .  . L
 4Proof. We shall prove the theorem only for the M -case since it isp
w xrather complicated. We shall use the construction from 3, Theorem 11.5
M p4 ÇM p4 w x. 1see also 8 . Our aim is to prove that for any f g D , resp. f g B ,L
  .  .: 4the set F x q iy , f x ; 0 - y - d is bounded and that for every0
M p4   .  .: M p4f g D , F x q iy , f x converges when y ª 0. Since D is dense
M p4 ÇM p41in D , resp. B , this will imply the assertion in Theorem 3.L
Assume first that F g H `M p4 and that f g D 1M p4 such that for h ) 0,L L 0
5 5 1f - `.L , h0
 .Let I s k y 2, k q 2 , k g Z, and c , k g Z, be a partition of unity ink k
DM p4 such that for some R ) 0, which does not depend on k,
5 5 1supp c ; I , c F R , k g Z.L , hk k k 0
There holds
`
F x q iy f x dx s F x q iy f x c x dx , 0 - y - d . .  .  .  .  .H H k 0
y` IkkgZ
 4We shall construct an ultradifferential operator of class M of the formp
` D2P D s 1 q D 1 q , 11 .  .  .  /nps1 p
such that the equations
P D H x q iy s F x q iy , k g Z, .  .  .k
 .have the solutions H x q iy which are holomorphic ink
d0
P s x q iy ; x g I , 0 - y -k k 52
and bounded in some neighborhood of I , k g Z.k
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w xAs in 3, pp. 98]99 , one can show that there is a sequence n such thatp
 .  4the operator 11 is of class M , M $ N , andp p p
N *1r y . < <`F ?q iy - Ce , y - d . . L 0
 .  .  .  .Note that conditions 1 , 2 , and 4 imply that if P D is of the form
 .  4  .11 then it is of the class M and, for this, 4 could not be replacedp
 .by 3 .
0  .Fix k and denote by z the point k q id d r2 - d - d . Letk 0 0
d0
H z s G z y v F v dv , z s x q iy , x g I , 0 - y - , .  .  .Hk k 2G
 .  .where G z is the Green kernel of P D given in Lemma 5 and G is ak
  .4 0simple closed curve laying in x q iy; x g I , y g 0, d starting at z andk k
encircling counterclockwise a slit connecting z 0 and z. We deform thek
0 1  .path G to the union of segments joining z and z s x q i d r2 , ak k k 0
segment joining z1 and z, a segment joining z and z1 , and a segmentk k
1 0  .joining z and z . This is possible because G z is bounded for ypr2 Fk k
w x  .  .  .arg z F 3pr2. By the same arguments as in 3 we have P D H z s F z ,k
z g P , and thus, we obtaink
`
F x q iy f x dx .  .H
y`
F F x q iy c x f x dx .  .  . H k
IkkgZ
F G z y v F v dv P D c x f x dx , .  .  .  .  . . H H k
I Gk kkgZ
d0
0 - y - .
2
Denote the part of g from z1 to z and z to z1 by G1 and the rest by G0,k k k k k
k g Z. We have
G z y v F v dv P D f x c x dx .  .  .  .  . .H H k /1I Gk k
F sup G z y v F v dv P D f x c x dx. 12 .  .  .  .  .  . .H H k 51G IxgI k kk
Denote by A the first and by B the second factor on the right side ofk k
 .  . a  4  . 212 . Since P D s  a D is of class M , from 5 with 2 r - h , anda a p 0
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from M M F M , j F a , j, a g N , we haveayj j a 0
` a
a ayj.  j.B F a f x c x dx .  .    Hk a k /j IkkgZ kgZ as0 js0
` a ar a
15 5 `F C a f c x .  L , ha L , ha k0 0 /2 jh .as0 js00
` ar
15 5F CR f - `.L , h a0 2h .as0 0
For A we havek
dyy
A s sup g t F x q iy q it dt .  .Hk  5
0xgIk
dyy yN *1r tqy .. N *1r t .’F A y sup e e dt - `.H
0xgIk
This implies that  A B - `. Consider the path G0. We havek g Z k k k
< <G z y v F v dv P D f x c x dx .  .  .  .  . .H H k /0I Gk k
F sup G z y v F v dv P D f x c x dx .  .  .  .  . .H H k 50G IxgI k kk
s D B .k k
0  .Since for z g P , v g G , G z y v is uniformly bounded by a constantk k
which does not depend on k, we obtain  D B - `. This impliesk g Z k k
F x q iy f x dx F D q A B - `. .  .  .H k k k
kgZ
 . XM p4 M p4The proof that there is F x q i0 g D such that for every f g D
 :  :F x q iy , f x ª F x q i0 , f x , y ª 0, .  .  .  .
w xis given in 3, 6 . Thus, we conclude that
F x q iy ª F x q i0 g DXM p4` , y ª 0. .  . L
The proof of Theorem 3 for F g H 1M p4 is analogous to the previous one.L
 .The partition of unity c and the constructed sequence H z , z g P ,k k k
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lead us to the proof that for every f g D `M p4L
d0 :F x q iy , f x , 0 - y - .  . 52
M p4   .  .:is bounded. So we have to prove that for any f g D , F x q iy , f x
converges as y ª 0q.
Let I be a bounded open interval and P s x q iy; x g I, y gI
 .4  .0, d r2 . As in the first part of the proof we construct P D of the form0
 .  4  .  .  .12 and of M -class and H such that P D H x q iy s F x q iy ,p 1 I
x q iy g P . We putI
H x q iy s G z y v F v dv q G z y v F v dv , .  .  .  .  .H HI
1 0G G
where G s G1 j G2 is a path constructed in the same way as G with Ik
0 0  0 . 0instead of I and z s x q id x is the middle point of I instead of z .k k
 . 1 .By using Holder's inequality we obtain that H ?q iy g L I for everyÈ
0 - y - d r2, and that0
1H ?q iy - C , 0 - y - d r2. . L 0
 .  . 1 q This implies that H x q iy ª H x q i0 g L , y ª 0 , and thus, H xI I I
.  . XM p4q iy ª H x q i0 in D .I
It follows that for every f g DM p4
 :  :F x q iy , f x ª F x q i0 , f x , y ª 0, .  .  .  .
and the proof is completed.
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